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1. Foundational Marketing
Principles
2. Audience Research
3. The 5 Steps for Content
Marketing (PATIO)
4. Q&A / Giveaway

Foundational Principles

Content is the guerilla
marketing of today.

Foundational Principles
Anyone know who
created this funnel
concept?

The Marketing Funnel

Researching lawyers. Who has
legal expertise in the area I need?
Who gives me a good first
impression? Network
recommendations.

The original concept for this dates
back to 1898, when E. St. Elmo
Lewis developed a model that
mapped a customer journey from
the moment a brand attracted a
consumer's attention to the point of
purchase. St. Elmo Lewis’ idea is
often referred to as the AIDA-model,
an acronym which stands for
Awareness, Interest, Desire, and
Action. The first to actually
associate that AIDA concept with a
funnel was William Townsend in
1924, who wrote about the structure
in the book Bond S ales mans hip.

When your prospective clients look for (and decide on) a lawyer to help
them with legal services, they are in different stages of the funnel
process too. Understanding those stages is critical in getting your
brand and services in front of them. Content can help you at every
stage of that journey.

The Client Journey

Engaging on lawyer’s
websites/looking at reviews.
Considering proximity,
accessibility, fit. Calling/meeting
in person.
Decision phase on which lawyer to
go with.

Post-conversion word of mouth

Legal services complete. What’s
your process post-completion?
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Foundational Principles
Or, Think of This Another Way: Where
Do Many Leads Come From?
1. Your Immediate Network
2. Referrals from those in your
immediate network
3. Searching for “[insert specialty]
lawyers near me” or “best lawyers
in [DC]” or “best immigration
lawyers” in Google.
4. Discovering legal professionals in
Social Media (see Michelle Pitts,
right)
5. Referral Sites (Yelp etc., directories,
publications lists)
6. Advertising

Content keeps you top of mind
among your network (they can
also refer you to others they know.
And, content helps you show up in
search, etc.)
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Audience Research

Audience Research

1. Talking to previous customers/clients
2. Looking at data
3. Developing an easy persona to keep in mind.

Talking to Previous or Prospective Clients
1. One-on-One Interviews

You can do these by phone or in person. Have them talk about themselves as your customers.
What are their pain points? What are their challenges? What do they need more of? What
language are they using?
2. Focus Groups
Similar to interviews, you can get customer opinions, attitudes, and perceptions in larger groups.
For example, a good way is to walk them through your website and have them react. Ask them
what they search for, what aspects of legal services matter to them for your specialty.

Looking at Data
1. If you have your own website, take a look at Google Analytics (which you should install if you haven’t). What pages are
people ending up on? What are the searches being done on your site? That will give you some idea of topic interest.
2. Take a look at Google search data in particular. Where can you do this? Check out keyword planner. Go to
ads.google.com and sign in with your gmail account. Then go to: Tools & Settings / Keyword Planner. You can then research
keywords and restrict by only volume in your area. This can help you understand topical interest.
3. Use data from surveys or other data collected by DC Bar or other legal associations.

In particular, collecting the following data is
really helpful to develop a “Picture” of that
Individual – What We Call a Persona
1. Background
2. Demographic/Geographic: Male/female, age, income,
location
3. Psychographics: Ambitions, values, opinions/beliefs
4. Behavior: Where do they go on the Internet, what do
they respond to, how do they come become aware you?
5. Challenges/pain points
6. How do you help

And then name the
persona so that
every time you
create content, you
keep a consistent
approach.

The 5 Steps: PATIO for Content Marketing
Step 1: Planning & Strategy
Step 2: Approach
Step 3: Tools & Tactics
Step 4: Implementation
Step 5: Optimization

PATIO for Content Marketing
Step 1: Planning & Strategy
1. What budget and resources do you have to create the
content?
2. What part of the marketing funnel are you targeting
with your content?
3. Where does content fit in the context of everything
you have to do?
4. What content types would be most effective (based
on your answers to the top two)? What do you feel
comfortable creating yourself? Do you have the
budget to allocate to this activity?

Step 1: Planning & Strategy (Content Types)

Top-of-the-Funnel Content

Step 1: Planning & Strategy (Content Types)
Blogs
Blogs have been shown to increase a
company’s page views by 55 percent.
An example here. Davis & Associates
ranks high in search for “how to choose an
immigration attorney”
Why It’s Great for Top of the Funnel:
•

Establishes your authority or expertise
in your legal specialty. Also, that you
are a trusted advisor for potential
clients.

Planning & Strategy: Content Types
Videos

How do you sell yourself as an attorney? Video
is a great way to do this. Many of you may be
hesitant to engage in social platforms, but they
make it easy to create video (such as criminal
defense attorney Mike Mandell on TikTok) right.
Note the practical nature of the video here
about things people ask on Google. He calls
himself the No. 1 lawyer on social media. Or
look at Stephen Gustis who answers a question
about choosing a defense attorney.
Why It’s Great for Top-of-the Funnel:
Similar to the rationale for a blog, but it can
also convey your personality, sense of humor
and values more readily than written text. Can
be distributed on many social platforms and
YouTube.

Planning & Strategy: Content Types
Photos
It can pay to invest in great photos /
professional shots of you. The reason is
that great looking photos convey a
seriousness and professionalism to
your brand. But also provide a human
touch. Duane King does a nice job here
with both.
Why It’s Great for Top-of-the Funnel:
People are curious about what others
look like. Also photos provide a sense of
transparency for potential clients about
who they’ll get and what they’ll get.

Step 1: Planning & Strategy (Content Types)

Middle of-the-Funnel
Content

Step 1: Planning & Strategy (Content Types)
Downloadables / Guides
Some lawyers create guides that are used
either for search engine optimization (see
California’s Mandour & Associates’
Intellectual Property Guide) or for
download (see the Ford Murray law firm
example below right)
Why It’s Great for Middle of the Funnel:
These kinds of pieces establish your
authority as well and help you engage
individuals after they find out about you.
You can put these behind a form to acquire
them to your marketing list or simply make
it available. If you do put it behind a form,
you’ll know topic interest immediately.

Step 1: Planning & Strategy (Content Types)
Webinars / Community Events
A great way to gauge audience topic interest and
acquire new potential leads. See what Miller Canfield
does to promote its compliance law services.
Why It’s Great for Middle of the Funnel:
Using Zoom, Google Meet, Go-to-Webinar, Microsoft
Teams, you can easily hold a webinar on a topic for a
particular group. Because they register for the webinar,
you now have acquired them to your marketing list and
now understand their interest.

Step 1: Planning & Strategy (Content Types)
Tools: Calculators (if Applicable to
Your Practice Field)
Sometimes law firms provide different
tools such as this Virginia Child Support
Calculator from Smith | Strong PLC., a 6
step process.
Why It’s Great for Middle of the
Funnel:
Engaging tools means you can compel
them to stay on your site. In the end,
they may use you for services after the
call to action you provide.

Step 1: Planning & Strategy (Content Types)
Newsletters:
Newsletters are a great way to stay in front of
potential customers or former customers
(remember the referral aspect).
See this one (right) from The Nance Law firm.
They send once per month and focus on
estate planning and other related areas such
as Elder Care.
Why It’s Great for Middle of the Funnel:
As you’ve already acquired these individuals
to your list, they come knowing a bit more
who you are. In many cases, you know the
topical interest here too. And you keep them
engaged and keep your practice top-of-mind
for them (or members of their network).

Step 1: Planning & Strategy (Content Types)

Bottom of-the-Funnel
Content

Step 1: Planning & Strategy (Content Types)
Testimonials, Ratings & Reviews
Liles | Parker in DC does a nice job here highlighting testimonials from both Google Reviews (which are
super important for SEO) and their own. Testimonials provide social proof that can make the
difference between choosing one law firm and another.
Why It’s Great for Bottom of the Funnel:
In the decision-making stage, people wrestle with these kinds of decision. Trust is a big aspect of what
you want to convey as a lawyer and testimonials provide that extra layer of comfort.

Step 1: Planning & Strategy (Content Types)
More Social Proof (Case Studies)
Case studies or case results provide
social proof that your law practice
helps others. See the nice job that
Koonz McKenney Johnson & Depaolis
LLP do here.
Why It’s Great for Bottom of the
Funnel:
Case studies provide comfort similar to
testimonials in that you provide proof
that you’ve helped families,
companies, or individuals.

Step 1: Planning & Strategy (Content Types)
Other Types
• E-books
• Podcasts and audio (Millennials
especially. See example: Alyte
Mazeika)
Social media (tweets, responses,
etc.)
• User-Generated Content (UGC)
• Infographics
• Scholarly articles in law journals or
papers

The 5 Steps: PATIO for Content Marketing

Step 2: Approach

Step 2: Approach
6 Approaches to Content – What
Makes a Piece of Content “Good”
Social Currency
Triggers
Emotion
Public – Social Proof
Practical Value
Stories

Step 2: Approach
Social Currency: A piece of content that makes you smarter,
more interesting, funnier etc. that you pass on to others.

Step 2: Approach
Social Currency: In the
legal context, here’s one
we came across on
YouTube — Jim Hacking
discusses a case that
shows how complex
immigration /asylum law
is and what you should
focus on as a client
seeking asylum, things
that we didn’t know.

Step 2: Approach
Triggers: Content that triggers
a reaction because it is linked
to something (Peanut butter
and… )
When people think of realtors,
for example, you want to be
“jelly” in this case.

Step 2: Approach
Triggers:
In the case of law/legal areas, it
can be the use of a consistent
hashtag in social that reminds
people of that particular
lawyer, or it can be a consistent
brand presentation. See Kelly
Chang (right), a.k.a
LawyerKelly on Instagram. She
tries to equate her practice
with prenups.
Which brings up another point.
Establishing narrative
consistency is key throughout
all your marketing.

Step 2: Approach
Emotion:
Any time your marketing can
include emotional content (things
that make people happy, laugh, or
even angry) can trigger a more
powerful reaction. Here, the
Charlotte Immigration Law firm tell
the emotional story of Crispin Meza
and his wife Norma, a K-1 Visa
petitioner and how they were able
to be successful in their own words.
You can literally see the joy on their
faces.

Step 2: Approach
Public:
Customers want social proof
that a product or service is
legitimate, so they look to see
who uses that product or
service, or if that a service is
highly rated or has brought
success to others. That’s why
reviews and testimonials,
success stories or even money
won through settlements or
verdicts catches the eye. On
the right, Brown Goldstein &
Levy provide examples of
million-dollar cases they’ve
won.

Step 2: Approach
Practical
This is probably the most
common type of content that’s
used in almost every industry.
When you provide practical help
to someone you automatically
become a source of authority.
Here’s a simple tip from (again)
Jim Hacking advising clients not
to talk so much during an INS
interview. This kind of practical
advice helps people who now
consider him an expert.

Step 2: Approach
Storytelling
People remember stories. That’s
why they’re so effective from a
marketing standpoint. Many
lawyers put their content in
storytelling form, typically a client
story. In this case, the law firm of
James Scott Ferrin tells the story of
two clients who were cheated out
getting reimbursed by their
insurance company.

The 5 Steps: PATIO for Content Marketing

Step 3: Tools & Tactics

Step 3: Tools

•

Canva: All-in-one design. Pre-designed, templates, checklists,
stock photos, videos. Great for social posts, ads, etc. $12 /
month.

•

Boosted by Lightricks (mobile app). You can make professional
looking videos with your own video / stock video (say from
Canva), add your logo for personalization. $69 / year. Predesigned templates. (right)

•

Google Ads Keyword Planner (free with a gmail account)

•

Mematic (app) that creates memes for social. Includes
templates. $25/year. Especially if your brand involves humor.

•

OBS Studio (can record audio, video files and edit them)

• Webcam: Logitech BRIO Ultra HD Webcam for Video
Conferencing, Recording, and Streaming – Black, $193.
• Microphone: Blue Yeti USB Mic, $128.
• Ring Light: Ubeesize 10” Selfie Ring Light, $49
• Portable Green Screen: Emart Green Screen, Collapsible, $164

Step 3: Tactics
•

Remember “Searchable, Shareable, Snackable”

Searchable

Shareable

Snackable

The 5 Steps: PATIO for Content Marketing

Step 4: Implementation

Step 4: Implementation
Create a SEO Workflow & Process
For on-page success, there are 9 aspects of
good search engine optimization (use a
checklist, see right). For off-page success,
distribute content beyond the website itself to
social, YouTube, etc. Consider link-building,
think about a process to exchange links with
another site or get an inbound link from a local
directory, legal association, or other related
entity. etc.

https://marketingniceguys.com/one-page-seo-checklist-for-copywriters/

Step 4: Implementation
Editorial Process for Content
You may not have an “editorial team” but
make sure someone else looks at the copy
before you post it. One typo in anything –
copy, call to action, video, ad, email – can not
only ruin a piece of content, it hurts your SEO
too.

The 5 Steps: PATIO for Content Marketing

Step 5: Optimization

Step 5: Optimization
After you’ve completed the previous 4 steps, now comes the optimization stage. It involves looking at
data to see how well your content “did” and how you can make it better. First you have to measure.
Make sure to setup Google Analytics at the very least.
Measurement Goals and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
1. Consumption/Website Traffic: Unique visits, page views), downloads, time-on-site, revenue-per-visit, bounce rate.
2. Lead Generation: How many leads did a piece of content earn? What was the quality? (Who filled out a form, asked for more
information, subscribed to email). Evaluate cost of producing content versus avg. value of each lead.
3. Sharing/Engagement: Less quantified than other metrics. Could be referrals, comments, shares on social networks or the
website…What about the value of likes?
4.Customer Close Rates: Review actual ‘close’ rates, not just leads. What actually resulted in a potential customer becoming a
client?
5. Content Development Volume: These metrics that are focused internally and typically on the volume produced in a particular
period to ensure a steady stream of content fills social and other distribution channels.

Step 5: Optimization
If a piece of content isn’t performing, do you need to boost more distribution? Or do a better job with
your landing pages?
Paid Channels
• Paid display & video
(Programmatic) ads
• Search ads
• Social ads (including
paid messaging and
chats)
• Advertorials
• Native ads
• Sponsorships
• Sponsored links
• Press releases
(through a platform
such as Cision)
• Influencer marketing

•Earned Channels
• Search engine
rankings (SEO)
• PR and media
coverage
• Social media posts
• Tweets
• Forwarded Emails

Owned Channels:
•
Websites
•
Messaging / alerts (apps)
•
Microsites
•
Podcasts
•
Content newsletters
•
Social media (accounts)
•
Mobile apps and alerts
•
Email

Step 5: Optimization
A/B Testing
To best optimize, you might also want
to A/B test your content. Digital allows
for A/B Testing of different campaigns
(run one group to one piece of content
(control), the other group gets
different content. Which performs
better? Popular to do now with
landing pages. You might try it with
certain images. One may simply help
create more leads than another. It
does take time and effort. Typically
you test 20 percent of the audience
and the winner gets the 80 percent
after that.

Book Giveaway: The
B.S. Dictionary

The first “SEO initiative” was
said to be related to this rock
band.
A. Fleetwood Mac
B. Jefferson Starship
C. The Doobie Brothers
D. The Rolling Stones

Marketing Nice Guys: How We Can Help Private Practice
Lawyers
Packages for Lawyers

Marketing Agency Management Solutions

•

We also provide services a la carte

The Foundational Package (Website + SEO +
Web Ads), $1,650 / mo. for 12 months

•

Managed social media marketing & advertising

•

The Professional Package (Website + SEO + Web
Ads + Social Media), $2,250 / mo. for 12 months.

•

SEO and content strategy & development

•

The All-In Package (Website + SEO + Web Ads +

•

Paid search & display services

•

Email marketing & automation/lead generation

•

Website design and development services

Social Media + Content + Local TV Ads), $2,750 / mo.
for 12 months

Digital Marketing Training
•

1:1 Training

•

Corporate Training

The Do-It-Yourself Marketing
Playbook for Lawyers.
Our 50+-page guide to doing digital
marketing on your own.

Free Download
https://marketingniceguys.com/the-do-ityourself-marketing-playbook-for-lawyersdownload/
Or, email us and we’ll send you a free copy.

Q&A
More questions:
Boney Pandya, co-founder
boney@marketingniceguys.com, 703-609-7091
Tim Ito, co-founder
tim@marketingniceguys.com, 650-218-3167

